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Abstract. Facing the healthcare challenges of an aging society, the expansion
of AAL system implementation in private and public environments is a promising way to improve healthcare in future smart homes and cities. The present
study evaluated preferences for different video-based medical monitoring scenarios, which comprised the attributes medical safety (improved detection of
medical emergencies), privacy (handling of video information), type and location of camera in a conjoint analysis. Medical safety was identified as key driver for preferences. Acceptance for video-based medical monitoring systems in
public places was comparably high, given that privacy was protected. In contrast, acceptance for video-based monitoring in smart home environments was
rather low due to privacy concerns. Based on the findings, recommendation for
AAL system design and implementation were derived.
Keywords: Medical monitoring · Video cameras · Smart homes · Smart cities ·
Acceptance · Privacy · Medical safety · Conjoint analysis

1

Introduction

The demographic change in western societies puts enormous pressure on societies and
healthcare systems. In 2010 the proportion of people aged 65 and older was 15% and
it is predicted to raise to 25% by 2050, so it is the fastest-growing segment of the
population [1]. Due to an increased life expectancy, improved medical healthcare in
combination with a higher living standard as well as reduced fertility rates, a growing
number of frail older persons will require long term care provided by health care systems [2]. Moreover, today’s older adults have a more active and mobile lifestyle [3],
therefore societies need to consider the special needs of older and frail people in the
design of living environments, i.e. their homes but also of public spaces for future
livable cities.
Ambient assisted living (AAL) systems provide a successful and promising way to
meet this demographic challenge and to improve quality in healthcare. In AAL systems, the combination of ICT and health monitoring devices allows for an autonomous and unobtrusive recording and transfer of medical data from patients to remote
healthcare providers [4].
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One major goal of AAL is the detection of emergencies, such as falls. Among seniors aged 65+ falls are one of the most serious health risks, which affect more people
than stroke and heart attacks [5]. A fast detection of falls and immediate help reduce
the risk of death by more than 80% [6]. Accordingly, most healthcare information
collected and transferred by AAL systems is time- and life-critical [7], therefore the
capturing and delivering of healthcare information in future smart homes and cities
should be further expanded.
1.1

Video-Based Monitoring Systems in Healthcare

A huge variety of AAL solutions already exists (e.g. for an overview [8, 9]). Especially video-based monitoring systems are increasingly being developed. One advantage
of video-based monitoring by stationary cameras is that they enable contactless observation without the need for additional equipment of patients, e.g. wearing a wireless help button or a tag. Leijedeckers et al. [10] developed a personalized smart
homecare system, which mainly uses smart phones, wireless sensors, web servers and
IP webcams. Fleck [11] proposed a SmartSurv 3D Surveillance System Prototype, a
distributed and smart camera based approach, which covers geo-referenced person
tracking and activity recognition for the detection of falls. To this day, many more
video-based health monitoring systems for smart homes were developed, which primarily focus on fall detection (e.g. [12–14]).
Despite of the benefits provided by medical monitoring systems for healthcare and
medical safety, most of the systems impose one problem: they ignore privacy of the
person being monitored. Privacy is the right on protection of people’s personal information [15], i.e., confidentiality, anonymity, self-determination, freedom of expression, and personal control of data. Especially in the context of video surveillance
privacy is a highly important issue, since persons in the area covered by cameras have
no possibilities to avoid being monitored. Some of the homecare approaches mentioned above proposed attempts to protect privacy, e.g. usage of video surveillance
only at times of emergency or for scheduled meetings [10] or by not recording the
camera feed if no accident was detected [14].
Privacy is one important determinant of AAL system acceptance (e.g. [16]). The
understanding of these determinants that affect technology acceptance is essential for
its successful adoption [17]. The most influential and best-established theoretical
approach to explain and predict the adoption of technologies is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [18], which was also adapted to the healthcare context [19].
However, these models cannot be easily transferred and applied to the design and
implementation of video-based monitoring systems due to several reasons. First,
technology acceptance models focus on an evaluation of complete technical systems
or applications. They do not provide information about the evaluation of single technical characteristics of a system. Accordingly, practical design guidelines for AAL
system design cannot be derived, e.g. “at which places video monitoring should be
installed?”, “which type of camera should be used?”, or “for what purposes should
video data be further used?”. Second, in most user studies about AAL system acceptance, the design process of the product is usually finished and users are being confronted with technically mature prototypes, where only marginal changes can be
made. In order to optimally support the acceptance of AAL systems, user needs and
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requirements should be assessed earlier in the system design life cycle [20]. Third,
technology acceptance is highly context-specific. Depending on the usage context,
identical technical systems or functions are perceived differently by users, e.g., users
associated with a wireless mobile system in a job-related ICT-context mainly the fear
of health damage caused by EMF radiation or data privacy concerns and, in contrast,
in the AAL context the fear of technical unreliability [21]). Accordingly, existing
knowledge about video-based crime surveillance systems cannot be applied to the
design and implementation of video-based monitoring systems for healthcare purposes. Since most AAL applications and research activities focus on the private home
environment, little is known about the acceptance and design requirements of videobased healthcare monitoring systems in public places.
To sum up, the design, implementation and acceptance of video-based monitoring
systems in healthcare could be improved, if designers and planners knew about preferences of users. The goal of our study was, therefore, to capture preferences for videobased healthcare monitoring scenarios in the private and public environment under
consideration of different camera types, locations of camera installation, benefits in
terms of improved medical safety, and privacy concerns due to different data handling
purposes.

2

Method

2.1

Conjoint Analyses

In the present study the conjoint measurement method was used to study respondents’
preferences. Conjoint analysis (CA) methods, which combine a measurement model
with a statistical estimation algorithm, were developed in the 1960ies by the psychologist Luce and the statistician Tukey [22]. Compared to survey-based acceptance
studies, which are still the dominating research method in information systems and
acceptance research, CA allow for a more holistic and ecologically more valid investigation of decision scenarios. They were predominantly used in market research, but
nowadays they are widely used for evaluating the adoption of information system
innovations or to understand acceptance patterns for existing technologies such as
mobile communication network systems [23]. In CA, specific product profiles or
scenarios are evaluated by respondents, which are composed of multiple attributes
and differ from each other in the attribute levels. The analysis of conjoint data allows
for the simulation of decision processes and the decomposition of preferences for a
scenario as a combined set of attributes into separate part-worth utilities [24]. CA
deliver information about which attribute influences respondents’ choice the most and
which level of an attribute is preferred. Preference judgments and resulting preference
shares are interpreted as indicator of acceptance.
In the present study, a choice-based-conjoint (CBC) analysis approach was chosen,
because it closely mimics complex decision processes, where more than one attribute
affects the final decision [25].
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Selection of Attributes

In the study we assume that respondents’ preferences are influenced by a set of
attributes that possess the highest utility. Based on literature analysis and expert interviews we selected relevant impact factors for video-based medical monitoring system
acceptance:
Medical Safety, as major benefit of AAL system implementation, which was operationalized in terms of an improved detection of medical emergencies.
Privacy, as major concern or barrier of video-based AAL system acceptance,
which was operationalized by different ways to process or use video data (e.g. archiving or face recognition).
Type of camera, which did not refer to specific technical solutions, but mainly to
features of size, visibility and obtrusiveness of technology.
Location, where the private home environment as place of camera installation was
contrasted to different public locations of camera installation.
2.3

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire was developed with SSI web Software [26]. The questionnaire
consisted of four parts. First, demographic data was assessed (age, gender, education,
type and area of residence, health status). Second, participants were introduced into
the scenario. The scenario dealt with the installation of video cameras for medical
monitoring purposes at different locations, i.e. own home (private), market place,
shopping mall or train station (public). In the scenario, the cameras were able to
record vital function data and – in case of a medical emergency – to send an emergency signal to a medical institution (e.g. hospital). In the fourth part, the CBC choice
tasks with the following attributes (No. 1-4) and their respective levels (a-d) were
presented:
1. Medical Safety - Improved detection of medical emergencies
a. 0% (no improvement),
b. +5%,
c. +10%,
d. +20%
2. Privacy - Handling of video information
a. Face recognition (i.e. storage of video material which allows for
face recognition)
b. Determination of position (i.e. storage of video material which
allows for determination of position),
c. Archiving of video data by health insurance company,
d. Archiving of video data in a patient data base (allows for faster
medical therapies in case of emergencies)
3. Type of camera
a. Conventional CCTV camera (big, obtrusive or visible camera)
b. Dome camera (big, but more unobtrusive camera)
c. Mini dome camera (small, unobtrusive camera)
d. Integrated camera (integrated, invisible camera)
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4.

Locations
a. Own house
h
or apartment
b. Shoppiing mall
c. Market place
d. Train station
s

Participants were asked to decide under which conditions and at which locatiions
they would accept the instaallation of cameras. An example for a choice task is shoown
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of a choice task

Since a combination of all corresponding levels would have led to 256 (4x4x44x4)
possible combinations, the number of choice tasks was reduced, i.e., each responddent
rated 10 random tasks and one fixed task. A test of design efficiency confirmed tthat
the reduced test design was comparable to the hypothetical orthogonal design (meddian
efficiency of 99%).
2.4

The Sample

Data was collected in an
n online survey conducted in Germany. Participants w
were
invited to participate in the study via e-mail and were forwarded to the questionnaaire.
Completion of the question
nnaire took approximately 30 minutes. In total, 194 partticipants took part in the study. As only complete questionnaires (no missing answeers)
were used for further statisttical analyses, only 120 data sets were analyzed.
The mean age of the paarticipants was M=28.68 years (SD = 11.78, range 188-75
years) with 47.5% femaless. Asked for their residence, 14.2% reported to live iin a
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detached, 4.2% in a semi-detached and 15% in a terraced house. The majority of 67%
reported to live in an apartment building. The participants were also asked for their
housing conditions: 50.6% reported to be the house owner and 49.4% reported to rent.
Regarding their area of residence, the majority (60%) reported to live in a city, and
29% in suburban area. Asked for their highest educational achievement 39.2% answered to have a university or a polytechnic degree, 45% answered to have a General
Certificate of Secondary Education, and 5% reported to have a completed apprenticeship.
Regarding health status, a comparably healthy sample was under study: the majority reported to be in a very good (38.3%) or good (48.3%) health status, 13.3% reported health problems. Being asked for their experience with medical emergencies,
15.8% already experienced a medical emergency, and 48.3% witnessed a medical
emergency in their family or in their closer circle of friends (34.2%). No experiences
with medical emergencies at all reported 29.2%.
2.5

Data Analysis

Data analysis, i.e. the estimation of part-worth utilities, segmentation and preference
simulations, was carried out by using Sawtooth Software (SSI Web, HB, SMRT).
First, part-worth utilities were calculated on the basis of Hierarchical Bayes (HB)
estimation and part-worth utilities importance scores were derived. They provide a
measure of how important the attribute is relative to all other attributes. Part-worth
utilities are interval-scaled data, which are scaled to an arbitrary additive constant
within each attribute, i.e. it is not possible to compare utility values between different
attributes [24]. By using zero-centered differentials part-worth utilities, which are
scaled to sum to zero within each attribute, it is possible to compare differences between attribute levels. Finally, preference simulations were run by using the Sawtooth
market simulator, which estimate the impact on preferences if certain attribute levels
change within a specific scenario [27]. Preference simulations allow specific “whatif”-considerations, e.g. the effect of different camera locations within a public or private environment on respondents’ preferences within a predefined scenario.

3

Results

In this section, the relative importance scores for the four attributes are presented,
followed by part-worth utility estimation findings for respective attribute levels, and
the simulation of preferences.
3.1

Relative Importance Scores

To evaluate the main impact factors on preferences for medical monitoring scenarios,
the share of preference was calculated by applying Hierarchical Bayes Analyses.
The relative importance scores of the attributes examined in the present study are presented in Fig. 2. The attribute “detection of medical emergencies” had the highest
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importance score (29.15%), followed by “handling of video material” (26.85%) and
“locations” (26.65%). The leeast important criterion was “type of camera” (17.35%). T
The
results indicate that improveed medical care is the most dominant attribute to influeence
acceptance. The handling off data and the location where cameras are installed, were aalso
important, but to a slightly lesser
l
extent. Interestingly, the type of camera, especiallyy the
feature of its visibility, was the
t least important.

Fig. 2. Imp
portance scores for attributes in the CBC study

3.2

Part-Worth Utility Estimation

The average zero-centered diff part-worth utilities for all attribute levels are shownn in
Fig. 3. The attribute “detecction of medical emergencies” displayed the highest raange
between part-worth utilitiess, which caused the high importance scores (see 3.1). Focusing on absolute utility values, the attribute level “20% improved detection of m
medical emergencies” reached the highest utility value, whereas “camera location in the
own house” received the low
west utility value.
Looking at the differentt attributes, an “improved detection of medical emerggencies” by 20% reached the highest utility value, an improvement by 10% was aalso
rated positively meanwhile 5% and 0% (“no improvement”) reached the lowest utiility
values. Regarding “handlin
ng of video material”, determination of position was ppreferred the most, followed by
b archiving in patient data base, archiving by health inssurance companies and – to a much higher extent – face recognition was rejected. For
“camera location” the own home was distinctly rejected, shopping mall, market pllace
and train station were evalluated positively in ascending order. Looking at “typee of
camera”, the dome cameraa (big, but unobtrusive) was preferred to the conventioonal
camera (big, visible) and the mini dome-camera (small, unobtrusive). The oonly
attribute level, which was reejected, was the integrated camera (invisible).
The most preferred scen
nario (“best case”) – based on the highest utility ratings for
each attribute – was a domee camera (big, but unobtrusive), installed at a train statiion,
which allows for the determ
mination of patients’ position and leads to an increase in the
detection of medical emerg
gencies by 20%. The least preferred scenario (“worst casse”)
was an integrated camera (small,
(
invisible) with face recognition, installed at home,
without improvements in deetecting medical emergencies.
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Fig. 3. Part-worth utilities (zero-centered diffs) for all attributes and levels in the CBC-study

3.3

Simulation of Preferences

In the next step, sensitivity simulations where carried out by using the Sawtooth market simulator [27]. In the simulation we investigated, to which extent the relative preferences of respondents change, when single levels of an attribute change while all
other attribute levels are kept constant. Based on the identified preference patterns, a
scenario was constructed, which focused on the installation of medical monitoring
technologies at public vs. private locations, and sensitivity analyses were run.
The scenario investigated preference changes for three constant locations (public:
train station, semi-public: shopping mall, private: home) for different levels of “improved detection of medical emergencies” (medical safety), handling with video material (privacy), and type of camera (Fig. 4).
The public scenario, i.e. the installation of cameras for medical monitoring purposes at a train station reached the highest relative preference (64.58%), compared to the
semi-public (installation in shopping mall, 21.96%) and the private scenario (at home,
13.46%). For all single attribute levels, the preference for a public application of medical monitoring systems was higher than for the other two scenarios. The acceptance
in the public scenario even increased, when video material was used for determination
of position, i.e. privacy needs of respondents were considered (78.8%). The acceptance of the public scenario dropped to 57.64%, when the video data was used for
face recognition, which indicates that face recognition is rejected in public areas since
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it apparently violates privacy needs. The type of camera did not play an important role
in the public scenario, preferences decreased to 59.76% in case of integrated (invisible cameras), the most preferred camera type in public was the dome camera (big,
more unobtrusive, but still visible, 64.58%). Regarding medical safety, i.e. the detection of medical emergencies, the highest improvement, (a detection rate +20%) was –
not surprisingly – the most preferred (64.58%). The highest acceptance “leap”
(+16.89%) was reached, when the detection rate of emergencies (medical safety) was
raised from +5% (37.96%) to +10% (54.85%) by applying medical monitoring systems. But even if medical safety was not improved by installing medical monitoring
systems (i.e. detection rate +0%), the acceptance of the public scenario was higher
than in the semi-public or private scenario (26.45%).

Fig. 4. Relative preference simulation for the scenario "installation of medical monitoring technologies at public vs. private locations"

In the semi-public scenario, in which cameras were installed in a shopping mall,
the highest preference leap was reached by increasing medical safety, i.e. the higher
the detection rate; the higher were preferences (up to 44.35% for +20% medical safety). Regarding the handling of video data, acceptance was the highest for determination of position (21.96%), but it decreased for face recognition to 13.97%, and – and
even stronger – for archiving of video material by health insurance companies to
7.5%. Looking at the camera type, big and visible cameras were preferred, e.g. conventional cameras (26.67%) or dome-cameras (26.21%). However, more unobtrusive
or invisible cameras did not lead to substantial preference drops (e.g. 21.96 for integrated cameras).
Looking at the private scenario, the total preference for camera-based medical
monitoring was the lowest (13.46%). Only two attribute level changes slightly increased preferences: first, determination of position by using video material was
perceived positively (18.2%) and second, very high levels of medical safety, i.e. a
detection rate of +20% increased preferences in the private scenario to a maximum of
19.21%. Changes in other attribute levels further decreased preferences, e.g. to 8.43%
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if medical safety was only increased by +5% or if video data was used for face recognition (10.91%) or for archiving purposes (9.93%). The type of camera did not strongly affect preferences; a mini-dome camera was preferred the most (13.46%), whereas
integrated cameras were the least preferred (11.58%).

4

Discussion

Facing the healthcare challenges of an aging society, the expansion of AAL system
implementation in private and public environments is a promising way to improve
healthcare in future smart homes and cities. The present study evaluated preferences
for different video-based medical monitoring scenarios, which comprised the
attributes medical safety (improved detection of medical emergencies), privacy (handling of video information), type and location of camera in a conjoint analysis.
4.1

Perception and Acceptance of Video-Based Monitoring Technologies
for Healthcare

In general, video-based medical monitoring technologies and scenarios were evaluated positively – under the condition that specific scenario criteria where met.
Medical safety was the most important factor in respondents’ decisions for or
against video-based medical monitoring scenarios. Acceptance increased linearly with
improved medical safety. Accordingly, communication strategies should focus on this
key benefit to support the adoption of AAL monitoring systems. The conjoint preference simulation findings also gave insights into expectations or benchmarks for
healthcare improvements. Preferences shares were above 50% when the detection rate
of medical emergencies in the public scenario was improved by 10%. In turn, in the
private environment, even an improved detection rate by 20% was not sufficient to
raise acceptance. Future studies will have to investigate if a higher detection rate in a
smart home environment raises acceptance or if privacy, i.e. the way of data handling
and processing, more strongly determines acceptance in the private context.
As indicated, respondents had well defined expectations regarding privacy, i.e. different ways of handling and processing captured video data. Privacy concerns were
primarily related to the unwillingness of being visible or recognizable in health monitoring systems. In contrast, data privacy issues (e.g. due to archiving of medical monitoring data) caused less concerns. This shows that privacy is a multidimensional
construct, and, that users’ mental models about privacy in AAL systems need to be
carefully uncovered and considered in system design. Determination of location, e.g.
for fall protection systems, was accepted and preferred. In contrast, face recognition
was clearly rejected, especially in the private scenario. This finding is especially important for AAL system design, where privacy protection should be taken on the
agenda, when face recognition features are included. Moreover, a transparent communication of data usage and protection of privacy is highly important for the acceptance of video-based medical monitoring technologies.
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The location of camera installation is also highly relevant: in public places videobased monitoring systems are comparably well-accepted – even in case of a rather
low system effectiveness, i.e. low improvements of medical safety. However, preference differences for the public locations under study indicate, that respondents evaluate public locations differently, which should be addressed in further studies.
The more healthcare monitoring technologies invade into private spaces, the more
they are perceived critically or even rejected. The most sensitive area is the own
home, where our findings showed a comparably low acceptance of video-based medical monitoring. Especially privacy-related concerns reduced acceptance, i.e. face recognition and data archiving were “no-Go’s” from the users’ side. Since most AAL
monitoring systems are developed for the private home care sector, future acceptance
research is necessary to support long-term market success of AAL systems.
Technical features of cameras such as visibility or obtrusiveness were comparably
unimportant. However, camera technology used for monitoring should be visible, but
not too obtrusive or dominant. A seamless integration of monitoring systems into the
home or public environment is therefore not desirable from the users’ perspective.
4.2

Limitations and Future Research

In the present study a comparably young and healthy sample was under study. Since
this might result in an underestimation of benefits, concerns and total preferences,
future research should focus on older participants with health problems to include
their specific demands and requirements into the design of AAL systems. A more
detailed evaluation of private (e.g. sleeping vs. living room) and public locations (e.g.
restaurants, transport hubs, parks, etc.) is necessary, since video-based monitoring
system acceptance varied with respect to different public environments. A cartography of “acceptable” and “inacceptable” locations for camera installation and types of
data processing would provide valuable planning support for AAL system designers
and city planners. Moreover, cross-cultural analyses should be pursued to investigate
if factors such as culture or literacy rate will have an impact on the outcomes. Finally,
future conjoint analyses should focus on potential trade-offs between privacy and
medical safety to optimally support AAL system design for future livable smart home
environments and smart cities.
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